Ctrl+X and ctrl+V
Description:
It’s a creative group activity. A bunch of news paper will be given to participants along
with sheet,gum and cutter. Participants has to select one topic from given topics & cut the
news paper to prepare a buitiful poster.
Topics :
1)
2)
3)
4)

Pollution
Inflation of Indian economy
Sports
Technology (Human robot,Smartphone,solar etc.)

Rules and Regulations :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Student can cut news paper & paste it on sheet.
Writing the text on sheet by pen/marker is strictly prohibited.
Participants can use marker/pen to decorate the poster.
Student has to bring their own marker/pen for decoration.
Maximum group size is 5 participants.

Entry Fee Rs-100/- Per Group.

Cad war
Description:
Always felt your drafting skills deserved more recognition than completing assignments and
submissions. Is your friends gratitude for helping him out with his drawings not enough a reward for
you. Intelligent design is your place to be. Prove your mettle and reward your drafting skills in a
competition that tests your visualization, drafting and speed.

2D/3D-Design a component which adhere to mechanical constraints
Instructions:
There will be two rounds where participants graphics knowledge and skills in AUTO CAD
will be tested
Round 1:Elimination Round
A 3D sketch will be given to each participants.All the participants which complete the
orthographic view by using given 3D drawing in given time will be selected for final
round.
Round 2:Final round
A prototype of some machine part/casting will be given to the finalist.They will
have to draw 3D view i.e.have to convert a orthographic prototype into
isometric projection.
Round 1 and 2:scoring pattern is as follows:
+Design: 10 points
+Dimensioning: 10 points
+Line types: 10 points
+Symbols: 10 points
+Time: 10 points
Team structure & fees:
1.Maximum of 1 member.

2.Entry fees Rs.150/-

QuiZeal EventRules
GENERAL RULES
1. Only team entries are eligible.
2. A team shall consist of max two persons.
3. The decision of the quiz-master will be final and will not be subjected to any
change.
4. The participants shall not be allowed to

use mobile or other electronic

instruments.
5. The questions shall be in the form of multiple choice, True / False statement,
Specific answer question etc.
6. Audience shall not give any hints or clues to the competitors.
7. Replacement of any participant of a team is not allowed after registration
8. Teams selected for the final rounds

will be allowed to give themselves an

appropriate name related to the competition by which they may want to be known.

ELIMINATION ROUND – (In case more than 8 teams register)
1. Each team would be given a set of question paper containing 20 multiple choice
objective type questions
2. Time limit - 15 minutes
3. Only 8 Teams would be selected for next STAGE ROUNDS
4. In case of tie between 2 or more teams, further 5 questions would be asked for
final selection
5. The selected teams shall have to appear for the final round.
6. SURPRISE ROUND IN CASE OF TIE IN THE FINAL ROUND.

Entry Fee Rs-100/- Per Team.

